
Adorable 701 

Chapter 701 The Owner Of The Mysterious Number 

He was related to Eliana! 

 

He was related to Eliana! 

 

Nana was astonished by this revelation. 

 

No wonder the man in front of her felt familiar. When she looked closely, she realized that Branson 

actually looked a little like Eliana, especially his eyes, which were almost the same as Eliana's. 

 

"Can you get off and talk to me, Eliana?" Branson asked. 

 

This time he spoke to Eliana a little more gently. 

 

Without hesitating, Nana declined. She stepped forward and stopped Branson. 

 

"Not a chance!" 

 

Whether he was related to Eliana or not, it seemed like his intentions were not good. 

 

At that moment, there was a sudden knock from behind. 

Chapter 702 Think Carefully 

"Why?" Eliana replied. 

 

It was ridiculous. The White family had not once tried to connect with her in such a long time. She no 

longer had any ties with them. But now, a cousin appeared out of nowhere, and his first words were to 

stop her from getting married. 

 

Eliana could scarcely believe the absurdity of the whole situation. 

 

Even before he came here, Branson knew that Eliana wouldn't just say yes to whatever he said. He had 

been prepared to persuade her. "Eliana, you're too young, and you grew up outside the family. There 

are many things that you don't know or understand. The rift between our family and the Moran family 

has been going on for a long time. It's not something that you can fix in this generation. Marriage is not 

only between individuals. You and Maurice have to think about your families—" 

Chapter 703 The Wedding Began 

"Oh, my dear babies! Aren't you adorable?" 

 

Eliana was very excited to see the kids all dressed up, so she immediately took out her phone and took 

pictures of them. 
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Embarrassed, Silas looked at Maurice as though he was asking for help. 

 

Maurice immediately went to Eliana to stop her. 

 

"Well, the wedding is going to start soon. We still have a lot of time for pictures later." 

Chapter 704 At The Wedding 

The man was Gerald. He was pushing a wheelchair on which was an old man tightly wrapped in blankets 

so that no one could clearly see his face. 

 

The security guard eyed Gerald warily and carefully checked the invitation card he showed. 

 

Even though the invitation was genuine, the security guard couldn't help but be vigilant. 

 

As the security guard hesitated to let the two men in, Gerald suddenly spoke. 

Chapter 705 Formally Married 

Under the admiring gaze of the guests, Eliana slowly walked towards Maurice, holding Rosamond's arm. 

 

Eliana was extremely nervous and her nervousness only grew with each step. 

 

The grass under her feet was very soft. Eliana lost her balance and was about to fall to the ground. 

Fortunately, Rosamond reacted quickly and held Eliana's arm tightly so that Eliana wouldn't be 

embarrassed in public. 

 

But even so, Eliana's body still inevitably leaned to the side, which Maurice did not fail to notice, as he 

kept his eyes on her the whole time. 

 

Seeing that she almost fell to the ground, Maurice touched his forehead helplessly. How could Eliana still 

be so careless? 

 

Chapter 706 We’re Family From Now On 

After saying their vows, Eliana and Maurice exchanged rings under the blessing of their friends and 

families. 

 

Under the sun, Eliana's diamond ring shone brightly. 

 

Maurice then gently lifted the white veil covering Eliana's face. Eliana's eyes were filled with tears. 

 

The two of them looked at each for a moment, and then they slowly got closer. 

 

It was a solemn and holy kiss. Eliana slightly closed her eyes and enjoyed the softness of Maurice's lips. 
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They had kissed each other countless times, but this was definitely their most intimate kiss. 

 

"Wow!" 

 

The guests burst into cheers. 

Chapter 707 A Sudden Change In The Wedding 

It happened so suddenly, and Wyatt was the first to react. 

 

Holding the walkie-talkie firmly in his hand, he shouted anxiously, "Somebody, stop him!" 

 

The bodyguards present immediately rushed up. 

 

"What do you want to do? Take a good look at the man sitting in this wheelchair and let me see if you 

still dare to move," Gerald shouted angrily at the bodyguards who were rushing over to stop him. 

 

The bodyguards stopped and took a closer look at the man sitting in the wheelchair. 

 

The old man had a thick scarf around his neck and was wearing a hat on his head. Despite this disguise, 

the guards recognized the man's eyes and eyebrows, which really resembled Earle's. Seeing that it was 

indeed the head of the Moran family in the wheelchair, no one dared to act recklessly. 

 

Frowning tightly, Gerald ordered the bodyguards, "Get out of the way!" 

 

Chapter 708 A Chaos Situation 

"Oh my! Did I hear him well? What did Gerald mean? Is there any secret behind the bankruptcy of the 

Pierce Group?" 

 

"I remember that Maurice took over the Pierce Group after it went bankrupt and Eliana's parents died. 

Does that mean he had carefully planned everything?" 

 

"Does this mean that Maurice is really responsible for the death of Eliana's parents? And to think that 

Eliana married him now! What a shame!" 

 

This huge scoop caused a stir among the guests. 

 

Meanwhile, the journalists present had already taken out their cameras and began to film the scene. 

 

"Gerald, what nonsense are you talking about?" 

 

Maurice couldn't hold back his anger anymore. His eyes were blood red and blue veins stood out on his 

neck. 
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He grabbed Gerald by the collar and lifted him up with all his strength. 

 

Chapter 709 Interview Eli 

The crowd turned around and saw Eli, the new rising star, standing in front of them. 

 

Eli waved at Eliana and pushed his way through the people. 

 

"Eliana, it's been a long time." 

 

"Why are you here, Eli?" Eliana asked, looking at him in shock. 

 

Eli replied coyly, "I had planned to come to have a look and try to keep my sad feelings to myself, but I 

didn't expect to see such drama." 

 

Eliana shook her head with exasperation, saying, "You must think this is all so ridiculous." 

 

Chapter 710 Meet Me Alone 

Harriet's name repeatedly displayed on the phone screen. 

 

Gripping her cell phone firmly, Eliana glared. 

 

She wondered what could be the reason for Harriet's call at that time. 

 

The phone kept ringing and was on the verge of disconnecting. 

 

Eliana sighed and answered the call. "Harriet, why are you calling by this time?" 

 

A cackle came from Harriet's end. "Why are you being so angry? Isn't today your wedding day? 

Naturally, I am calling to extend my congratulations. Also, I was greatly amused by the charade at the 

ceremony." 

 

Did Harriet call to make mockery of her? 
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